De-novo cholangiocarcinoma in native common bile duct remnant following OLT for primary sclerosing cholangitis
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ABSTRACT

Primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) is a chronic, progressive, inflammatory and obstructive disease of the intra- and extra-hepatic bile ducts of unknown etiology. Currently, orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) is the only definitive treatment for PSC-related end-stage liver disease. However, PSC has been known to recur in the grafted liver. Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy is more commonly performed than choledochocholedochostomy for PSC, although choledochocholedochostomy has been found to be safe and efficacious for PSC if the distal common bile duct is uninvolved at the time of OLT. Our case is unique in that it describes a patient who developed de-novo cholangiocarcinoma in the remnant portion of the native common bile duct six years after OLT with choledochocholedochostomy for PSC-associated end-stage liver disease without having PSC recurrence. In conclusion, our case report indicates that choledochocholedochostomy may not be desirable in PSC due to an increased risk of developing cholangiocarcinoma in the native common bile duct. This risk exists as well with a Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy in the remaining intra-duodenal and intra-pancreatic biliary epithelium, although in theory to a lesser extent. Therefore, the risk of developing cholangiocarcinoma in the recipient common bile duct can only be completely eliminated by performing a Whipple procedure at the time of OLT.
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INTRODUCTION

The median survival of patients with primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) after diagnosis is only 10 to 12 years.1,2 The lifetime risk of developing cholangiocarcinoma in patients with PSC varies in different studies between 10 to 20%.2,4 Currently, orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) is the only definitive treatment for PSC-related end-stage liver disease with post-transplant 5- and 10-year survival rates as high as 85% and 70%, respectively.5,6 Biliary complications following OLT are a major cause of morbidity and are more common in PSC patients than in those who have undergone OLT for other indications.7,9 Additionally, PSC has been known to recur with significant frequency with rates between 8.6% and 20% in the grafted liver.10,12 The general approach for OLT patients with PSC is to perform a Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy rather than choledochocholedochostomy, presumably to reduce the risk of recurrent PSC, possible stricture formation, and cholangiocarcinoma in the remnant common bile duct. It can be postulated that leaving behind less biliary epithelium likely translates to a lower risk of developing cholangiocarcinoma.

The following case describes a patient who developed de-novo cholangiocarcinoma in the remnant portion of the native common bile duct after OLT with choledochocholedochostomy for PSC-associated end-stage liver disease. This case is exceptional in that it is the first case in the literature, to our knowledge, in which a PSC patient 6 years post-OLT develops cholangiocarcinoma in the recipient common bile duct in the absence of PSC recurrence.

CASE REPORT

A 49-year-old female was first diagnosed to have PSC in 1997 when she presented with jaundice, pru-
ritis, and elevated liver tests. Over the course of her disease, she had three endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatographies (ERCPs) revealing severe bila-
teral intra- and extra-hepatic biliary strictures, with the last ERCP in 2000 showing equivocal dysplastic cells on brushings of the biliary system. In 2001, she underwent urgent OLT following esophageal variceal bleeding and hepatorenal syndrome. No evidence of malignancy or dysplasia was seen on frozen sections from intraoperative biopsies of the native liver, three different areas of the recipient common bile duct (including the distal duct), and the peri-hilar lymph nodes. The distal common bile duct appeared grossly normal. As a result, it was decided to proceed with a choledochocholedochostomy. She had an uncomplicated post-operative course and for the next five years she had normal liver enzyme tests on FK 506, mycophenolate mofetil, and prednisone.

In June 2007, she returned with an asymptomatic elevation of liver enzymes (aspartate aminotransferase 222 U/L, alanine aminotransferase 270 U/L, and alkaline phosphatase 210 U/L). Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatogram (MRCP) identified a long stricture of the native common bile duct. A subsequent ERCP demonstrated marked intra- and extra-hepatic biliary dilatation to the level of the ductal anastomosis, with a sharp transition in ductal caliber from the donor to the native duct and a long segment of narrowed native common bile duct near the pancreatic head (Figure 1). Multiple biopsies of the stricture and native common bile duct showed biliary intraepithelial neoplasia 3 with a suspicious area of invasive adenocarcinoma (Figures 2A, 2B). Balloon dilatation, stent placement, and sphinctero-

![Figure 1. ERCP image demonstrating biliary dilatation. ERCP demonstrating marked intra- and extra-hepatic biliary dilatation to the level of the ductal anastomosis, with a sharp transition in ductal caliber from the donor to the native duct and a long segment of narrowed native common bile duct near the pancreatic head.]

![Figure 2 (A & B). Common bile duct biopsy. Common bile duct biopsy reveals micropapillary proliferation of the biliary epithelium with some small budding cluster into the lumen. Abnormal large nuclei with hyperchromasia and loss of nuclear polarity are present. Multiple biopsies of the stricture and native common bile duct showed biliary intraepithelial neoplasia 3 with suspicious area of invasive adenocarcinoma.]


tomography were performed. In addition, her carbohydrate antigen 19-9 (CA 19-9) was noted to be elevated at 80 U/mL (normal range 0-37 U/mL).

Subsequently, the patient underwent a Whipple procedure. Macroscopic examination demonstrated a 1.4 cm long segment of thickened stenotic distal common bile duct. There were no intraluminal growths or mass lesion surrounding the bile duct. On microscopic examination, the bile duct was lined by high-grade dysplastic biliary epithelium (Bil IN 3) with focal erosion associated with acute inflammation. The tumor cells invaded into the wall forming cribriform and irregular glands, diagnostic for adenocarcinoma. Perineural and pancreatic invasion were present (Figure 3). All of the eight lymph nodes removed were negative for carcinoma. Additionally, there was no evidence of intra- or extra-hepatic recurrence of PSC. Based on this, her stage T3, N0, MX cholangiocarcinoma was believed to be completely resected. Follow-up CT of the chest was unremarkable and she is currently scheduled for adjuvant abdominal radiation therapy with continuous 5-FU infusion.

DISCUSSION

Primary sclerosing cholangitis-associated cholangiocarcinoma can develop at any time throughout the course of PSC and is difficult to diagnose. This is because there is substantial overlap in histological, radiological, biochemical, and clinical profiles of patients with biliary strictures from cholangiocarcinoma, PSC (including recurrent disease post-OLT) and post-OLT complications. Post-OLT complications include; ischemia from hepatic artery thrombosis or prolonged cold preservation, immune-mediated ABO-incompatibility with allografts, chronic ductopenic rejection, and biliary infection.7,13,15

The most dreaded complication of PSC is cholangiocarcinoma. Previously, patients with known cholangiocarcinoma or who were diagnosed at the time of OLT ( incidental cholangiocarcinoma) were considered inappropriate candidates for OLT given the dismal predicted outcome.1,14 In a 12-year retrospective review of 127 patients who underwent OLT for PSC, Goss, et al. confirmed that patients with a known diagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma prior to OLT had significantly worse 1-, 2-, and 5-year survival rates of 33%, 33%, and 0% as compared to patients without known cholangiocarcinoma.14 However, Goss, et al. did find 10 patients (8%) in his retrospective review who were incidentally diagnosed with cholangiocarcinoma during OLT but had a survival rate similar to those patients undergoing OLT without previously diagnosed cholangiocarcinoma.16 These studies suggest that the diagnosis of incidental cholangiocarcinoma during OLT may not have a negative impact on outcome, whereas the diagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma prior to OLT is more likely to have an adverse outcome. Therefore, the presence of cholangiocarcinoma, except for incidental cholangiocarcinoma, has traditionally been deemed as a contraindication to OLT as the survival of these patients is dismal.16 However, in a study by the Mayo Clinic, favorable survival outcomes were found in carefully selected patients with known cholangiocarcinoma at the time of OLT who underwent preoperative irradiation and chemotherapy.16

Currently, there is a paucity of clinical studies on cholangiocarcinoma development post-OLT. To our knowledge, there is only one case report of de novo cholangiocarcinoma eight years post-OLT in a patient with recurrent PSC.10 In that case, the patient had undergone Roux-hepaticojejunostomy and had a history of an anastomotic stricture necessitating revision of the hepaticojejunostomy. Our case differs and is even more unusual in that there was no evidence of PSC recurrence in the donor liver or biliary system and a choledochocoledochostomy biliary anastomosis was performed. The ERCP image (Figure 1) illustrates that the donor intra hepatic biliary ducts and extrahepatic duct had no evidence of stricturing. The long segment of narrowing was in the native common bile duct.
duct near the pancreatic head from which the biopsies revealed cholangiocarcinoma.

In general, Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy is preferred over choledochocholedochostomy biliary anastomosis for patients undergoing OLT for PSC. One study concluded that Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy was preferred for cases of small donor bile duct size, where there is a significant size disparity between donor and recipient ducts, biliary atresia, re-OLT, PSC, and cholangiocarcinoma. In addition, a large retrospective analysis by Sheng, et al., showed anastomotic strictureing of the hepaticojejunostomy in PSC patients occurred at the same rate as patients transplanted for non-PSC indications. Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy, however, has been associated with more frequent complications such as perforation, recurrent cholangitis secondary to obstruction or reflux, and stasis. On the other hand, choledochocholedochostomy allows easier access to the biliary tree, preservation of the physiology anatomy, and possibly less morbidity and mortality. In our case, a choledochocholedochostomy biliary reconstruction was performed.

Choledochocholedochostomy biliary reconstruction following OLT for PSC has been found to be safe and efficacious unless the distal common bile duct has disease involvement. Nonetheless, although hepaticojejunostomy has a higher potential for early post-operative complications, it may be preferable over choledochocholedochostomy for patients with PSC as it removes all but a stump of the common bile duct, hopefully reducing the risk of strictures and de-novo cholangiocarcinoma in the native common bile duct. To our knowledge, there has not been a report in the literature of cholangiocarcinoma developing in the remnant common bile duct stump in a PSC patient who underwent OLT with Roux-en-Y hepaticojejunostomy anastomosis. Since de-novo cholangiocarcinoma is possible in the common bile duct remnant, as demonstrated by our case, only the combination of OLT with a Whipple procedure can completely eliminate the risk of cholangiocarcinoma in the native biliary ducts since both the liver and the common bile duct would be entirely removed. Further investigation on biliary reconstruction approaches in PSC patients undergoing OLT are needed to verify if there is indeed a difference in the rate of PSC recurrence, stricture formation, or the development of cholangiocarcinoma. It can be speculated that a choledochocholedochostomy versus a hepaticojejunostomy anastomosis may confer a higher risk for developing cholangiocarcinoma in post-OLT PSC patients because a significant greater length of the native common bile duct is left behind with a choledochocholedochostomy as compared with a hepaticojejunostomy anastomosis. Furthermore, the recipient common bile duct may have dysplastic or pre-dysplastic changes that may not be evident at the time of OLT and although, it remains to be proven, the risk of developing cholangiocarcinoma post-OLT may correlate with the amount of native biliary surface epithelium left behind. In fact, many experts consider PSC a premalignant condition.

The survival of PSC patients who develop cholangiocarcinoma is poor because of the current limitations in early detection. Therefore, the principal challenge lies in early detection of cholangiocarcinoma in the context of long-standing PSC or recurrent PSC post-OLT. To date, there are no good markers to detect early neoplastic changes. Carbohydrate antigen 19-9 may be elevated but does not reliably predict cholangiocarcinoma in the setting of coexisting PSC. In our case, the CA 19-9 was elevated consistent with the diagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma. Carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) lacks adequate sensitivity and specificity. Some studies suggest that the combination of biliary cytology, CA19-9, and CEA may be helpful in supporting a diagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma in PSC, but are limited in power. The sensitivity for detecting early cholangiocarcinoma with positron emission tomography scanning has been found to vary by the cholangiocarcinoma morphology type, nodular versus infiltrating as described by Anderson, et al. The authors found that the sensitivity was 85% for nodular morphology, but only 18% for infiltrating morphology. Another limitation of PET scanning is that false positive rates have been seen in patients with PSC and other inflammatory diseases.

CONCLUSION

Recurrence of PSC and development of cholangiocarcinoma are difficult to distinguish from other biliary strictures. Cholangiocarcinoma can occur de-novo in the native common bile duct remnant. Therefore, there is a risk of developing cholangiocarcinoma in the common bile duct remnant regardless of which biliary anastomosis surgical approach is chosen at the time of OLT, and in theory, a choledochocholedochostomy may confer a higher risk. Only a combination of OLT with a Whipple procedure can eliminate the risk of developing cholangiocarcinoma in the absence of PSC recurrence.
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ABBREVIATIONS

- PSC: Primary sclerosing cholangitis.
- OLT: Orthotopic liver transplantation.
- ERCP: Endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatographies.
- MRCP: Magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatogram.
- CEA: Carcinoembryonic antigen.
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